Advanced Cyber Security Solutions
In the new cyber world our ability to respond and react to advance
attacks depending on two main elements, one is the humans who
understand and have the ability to react, two is the analytics and
information’s available so we can know if we are acting in a right
direction and with right tools, thus we are introducing the two most
advanced and practical tools , cyber Range and Reputation Protection
and Analytics tools;

Cyber Range
Our Cyber Range simulates a real-world Cyber Attacks including a
virtual corporate network and leveraging commercial security
products. It accurately simulates attack scenarios to provide an
immersive experience that prepares trainees to react to attacks
effectively, it will also test your incident response plans and rate your
staff capabilities and areas of improvement.

Brand Name Protection
Green Circle reputation protection service’s for social media is
an integrated system for protection personnel & organizations
from reputational abuse or exploitation on the web, which is
explained in the diagram below:

Cyber warfare
Cyber warfare involves the actions by a nation-state or international
organization to attack and attempt to damage another nation's
computers or information networks through, for example, computer
viruses or denial-of-service attacks.
RED Team
Red team services are a vital tool for any organization’s cyber
security as a proactive approach providing essential insights
regarding probable threats and vulnerabilities.
SOAR
A SOAR platform is designed to help security teams manage and
respond to endless alarms at machine speeds. SOAR platforms take
things a step further by combining comprehensive data gathering,
case management, standardization, workflow and analytics to
provide organizations the ability to implement sophisticated defensein-depth capabilities.

SecOPS
SecOps is the practice of aligning Security, IT, and Development
teams through a shared set of data and tools. This shared visibility,
supported by analytics and automation, creates a common language
for teams that breaks down barriers and ultimately accelerates
innovation.

Threat Intelligence
We provide real time Threat intelligence with commercial or
opensource feeds to stop real time attacks.

